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Community Interviews: The Village at Laurelton 
Micalee Sullivan 

When the Laurelton State Village for Feeble-Minded Women of Child-Bearing Age opened its doors 
in 1920, it was the largest, most expensive, and most modern institution the West End of Union 
County had ever seen.  From the day the institution opened, however, it already felt like a part of the 
West End. Hydroelectric power provided lighting to buildings via Laurel Run.  Water for the building 
came from mountain springs. The sizably out-of-place buildings were built with stone from the 
surrounding mountains.  It was an odd combination - an institution representing the most modern and 
state-of-the-art planning and execution of science, industry, and technology situated in one of the 
most rural areas of the state.  The same could be said about the people involved in the early years of 
the Village.  Urban dwellers, doctors, nurses, and staff members worked alongside former farmers 
and odd-jobbers from the rural region. What the institution represented, how it was experienced, and 
how it is remembered depends upon who is telling the story.  From the beginning, the Laurelton State 
Village could be described in multifaceted and sometimes contradictory ways. 

The Start of the Institution
Leading the push forward for the establishment of a State-funded institution was a group of 
prominent citizens representing the Public Charities Association, a state agency responsible for 
overseeing private and public institutions for “dependent classes.”  Institutions that received funding 
from the state, such as orphanages, nursing homes, psychiatric hospitals, almshouses, and jails 
were all subject to the supervision of the agency.  In 1917, in a report to the State, the Public 
Charities Association addressed the urgency for opening a new institution for what they believed to 
be a growing number of “feeble-minded” citizens in the state.  Although a training school for “feeble-
minded children” and an institution for “feeble-minded” adults already existed in Pennsylvania, the 
agency advocated for a separate facility for women.  After setbacks in the initial plans of a state 
institution fell apart in 1915, the Public Charities Association encouraged the state to recognize the 
importance of a women’s-only institution, stating:

“Society demands the segregation of weak-minded, helpless women and we feel fully justified in 
recommending a liberal appropriation for the construction and completion of the buildings at 
Laurelton as now contemplated, thereby making early provision for the most of the class now at 
large, together with those now in other institutions where they are a menace to the other inmates of 
such institutions.”  

The agency also campaigned for public support to address the needs of a growing class of “feeble-
minded” citizens.  In 1917, the group displayed an exhibit in Wilkes Barre that highlighted the “extent 
of feeblemindedness throughout the state.”  The exhibit sought to create a heightened sense of 
urgency to the matter of feeblemindedness.  A presentation by Miss Wagner, a teacher of a local 
school described as serving “the defective” spoke to attendees about the “growth of 
feeblemindedness and its danger in (Pennsylvania).”  The Public Charities Association stated that 
one of the organization’s main objectives was “the segregation of all feeble-minded persons by 
1918,” and the agency warned that, should feebleminded women be left without adequate care, that 
it would result in leaving them with the ability to “reproduce their kind.”

One of the leading advocates for a state-funded institution in Union County was Dr. Mary Wolfe, a 
Lewisburg native and physician.   Dr. Wolfe echoed the concerns of the Public Charities Association, 
arguing, “It is well known that feeble-mindedness is hereditary.  We want to make a place in 
Pennsylvania where we can segregate these women between 16 and 45 reducing child birth among 
them.  We will have the key for stamping out idiocy.” For Wolfe, and other social reformers of the day, 
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creating an industrial training program and school were important markers of distinction from prison-
like detention centers, while still providing a means to confine the women.  Wolfe, herself, made a 
distinction between the “dangerous insane” and the “weak-minded women” that she hoped to 
accommodate in the planned institution.  

In the early planning phases of the Institution, there were a number of competitive bids from potential 
areas in Pennsylvania.  Final selection for the location came down to two towns - Pine Grove in 
Schuykill County where the Reading Railroad provided a convenient access point for receiving 
patients and visitors, and Laurelton.  Although the L&T branch provided access to the area, the 
state’s final approval of Laurelton was most likely the result of fundraising and advocacy of prominent 
citizens in Union County including Drs. Mary Wolfe and Oliver W.H. Glover.  Residents of Hartley 
Township raised several thousands of dollars to promote Laurelton as an ideal setting for the new 
institution.  Laurelton also had an abundance of State Forest land, and it was here that construction 
for the new institution began. In early reports of the construction of the Village, the picturesque 
scenery of the surrounding mountains provided both important natural resources as well as a 
wilderness setting, a therapeutic bonus for patients. The state also provided funding for the 
construction of five additional cottages, an electric light plant, a sewage disposal plant, laundry 
facilities, barns, out-buildings, and additional land purchases.  

When the institution finally opened its doors in January 1920, there was already a waiting list of 35 
patients, more than enough to fill the first Cottage.  In the first couple of years, the board reported 
that limitations to expand the number of inmates was not due to a lack of patients, but a shortage of 
staff members necessary for the expansion. Within a year, there were 142 attendees with an average 

of 5 new applicants each 
week. The Village boasted 
the latest in modern 
conveniences, both in 
infrastructure and in the 
education of those deemed 
“feeble-minded.”  The 
institution emphasized the 
importance of academic, 
industrial, and social 
training for attendees.  
Limited schooling, up to 
the eighth grade, was 
provided to inmates who 
were willing and able to 
receive an education.  In 
the 1929-30 year, the 
board reported that over 
200 inmates had attended 
school at the Institution. 

Education and training at the Village also included 
preparing women for industrial and domestic trades.  Domestic work was one type of industrial 
training offered at the Village, and it had an added benefit of providing necessary labor to the 
institution.  Inmates assisted in all aspects of domestic work at the Village including sweeping, 
cleaning, making beds, cooking, baking, washing dishes, and laundering.  In the sewing room, 
inmates assisted in making clothing and doing any necessary sewing at the institution.  
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Inmates also assisted with the landscaping and outdoor maintenance of the Village.  The institution 
reported, “this employment and the healthful life in the open, combined with wholesome food and 
regular hours, have greatly improved (the inmates’) general health.  Outside, inmates assisted with 
groundwork, brushing out and cleaning up of the surrounding woods, and reclaiming several fields 
and clearing fence rows.  In addition to the health benefits of having inmates work outdoors, the 
institution also saved money on the cost of labor.  They reported, “At the time Cottage No. 1 was 
built, about five years ago, this work was done as protection from forest fires, and cost between $300 
and $400.  The girls practically duplicated this work at no cost to the institution.”

The farm and food processing production 
provided food for the Village and also gave 
women experience working in certain 
industries, like canning (work in canneries was 
dominated by women in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries).  The Village had its 
own cannery to help preserve the thousands of 
pounds of produce each season.  A large-scale 
farm produced rye, oats, buckwheat, potatoes, 
corn, spelt, beans, peas, hay, cabbage, 
peppers, tomatoes and a variety of other 
produce. An orchard provided fruits for drying, 
canning, and cider production.  Livestock was 
also an important part of the farm at the Village.  
Inmates assisted staff members in both raising 
and butchering livestock. 

Lulu Hoffman worked at the Laurelton State Village for over 25 
years between the 1940s-1960s, and she remembers that inmates undertook a great deal of work in 
the Village:

“…Jim Pollack was in charge of the gardens.  He had an old truck.  They would have an attendant 
that would take a group of girls out to do garden 
work.  But it wasn’t just a garden - it was a field 
and…those were the field girls…Now, (the staff) 
could help if you wanted to, but the supervisor 
was the one that had to see that they did it.  So 
they would bring these peas in and dump this 
truck load of peas…Then they had the cannery.  
Some of the girls worked in the cannery.  The 
other stuff, well, they would bring the other 
vegetables into the kitchen.  The kitchen they’d 
prepare the meals.  They’d prepare the meals in 
the cottage too.  We had a dining room.  The 
kitchen was underneath and then the dining room 
was on the first floor.  They had waitresses too.  
So we ate in the dining room.  All the help ate in 
the dining room…some of the girls were 
waitresses.  They waited on us.  That’s what they were taught.  After 
they were trained, a lot of them could go out and get a job.  They 
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stayed in too…and some of the girls did the laundry, some worked at the kitchen, some worked in the 
sewing room.  They worked in the hospital.  They worked at anything.  And they a dispensary and 
they had a dentist and one worked for the dentist and everybody had a job.”

The rural setting of Laurelton provided numerous recreational activities out-of-doors.  Outdoor 
games, hikes, picnics, winter rides “in 
the big farm sled,” downhill sledding 
on bobsleds, and an ice pond for 
skating gave the inmates an 
opportunity to enjoy the benefits of 
their mountain surroundings in all 
seasons.  Indoors, the institution 
supplied books, magazines, and 
Victrolas in each cottage.  There were 
also opportunities for dancing, 
singing, and “making fancy work.”  
Lulu also recalled some of the events 
held in the Village’s auditorium 
building:

“They used to have a movie every 
week for the kids…and there was a 

balcony there.  It was a beautiful building - and a 
gymnasium underneath.  They had a library there 

and all of those buildings were beautiful…They had a choir…and they an orchestra, too. Mrs. Gelnett 
had the orchestra.  They had a music teacher - her name was (Kathryn) Stoker (Walter)…Quite 
often, she would take the choir to the churches in the area and they would sing.  She played the 
electric organ.  Oh I loved to hear her play!”

In the early years, choir visits kept the inmates connected with Union county residents, as did other 
activities that provided trips outside of the Village.  On occasion, supervisors would permit groups to 
go on trips to the movies and the summertime Chautauqua at Mifflinburg (a series of lectures, plays, 
and concerts organized by and for the community).  At one time, the Village even boasted a Girl 
Scout Troop consisting of a select group of inmates.  The Institution reported in 1948:

“The Girl Scout movement was begun in July 1947 with 24 alert and brighter girls.  They have 
enjoyed special outside activities, chiefly in the early evening.  They are accepted by the General 
Headquarters, not as a regular troop because of their ages, but are allowed to use all the Scout 
books, awards, and paraphernalia…We have an excellent relationship with the Union County women 
who are Girl Scout leaders.”

Women at the Village
The Laurelton State Village for Feeble-Minded Women of Child Bearing Age was a place where 
opportunities for women expanded and closed in conflicting ways.  As one of the only institutions of 
its kind devoted to the care of women, it provided opportunities for women’s advancement in fields 
where they had traditionally been excluded.  In her efforts to establish an institution specifically for 
“feeble-minded” women, Mary Wolfe simultaneously advocated for the rights of women throughout 
the country. Born and raised in Lewisburg, Mary defied many of the social expectations of women 
living in her time, attending college, medical school, becoming a physician, and advocating for the 
political rights of women.  In an era when many women in the country still did not have the right to 
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cast a vote in elections, Mary stood out as an exception.  She attended and completed a degree with 
honors from Bucknell in 1896.  Next, she attended one of the most prestigious medical schools in the 
country - the University of Michigan.  Here, too, she graduated with honors in 1899.  Her 
achievements are impressive, especially in an era where female students were rare or prohibited 
from enrolling in medical schools in the United States. After securing her medical degree, Dr. Mary 
Wolfe took her first job in the women’s division of Norristown State Hospital for the Insane in 
Norristown, Pennsylvania (outside of Philadelphia).  At the time of its opening in 1880, the state 
institution was the only one that hired female physicians and most likely one of Dr. Wolfe’s only 
options for employment, despite her impressive academic achievements.  Mary also returned to 
Bucknell on occasion, to obtain support from her Alma Mater.  She advocated for the political slogan, 
“Every man at Bucknell for Suffrage,” and helped establish a suffrage club on campus with a goal to 
“promote equal suffrage sentiment among college men and women.”  She became a leading 
member of the State Committee of the Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage Association and gave many 
public addresses advocating for women’s suffrage.  One newspaper, reporting Mary’s address in 
October 1915 in Mercersburg, Pennsylvania, observed, “Not in the history of the new square has it at 
any time been so crowded with people; men women and children from town and country…were 
attentive to the address.”

Because opportunities in the field of psychiatric medicine were limited for women, Dr. Wolfe most 
likely knew she would have to continue to focus exclusively on the care of female patients.  Having 
an entire institution devoted to female patients would have opened up numerous new opportunities 
for women like Dr. Wolfe to expand their role as physicians.  She began advocating for a new state-
funded institution for women in the early 1910’s, and after years of campaigning and assisting with 
the planning of a new place, Dr. Wolfe was elected as the first Superintendent of the Laurelton State 
Village in July 1919.  

Other medical professionals were also able to take advantage of the new opportunities now available 
to women at the Laurelton State Village.  Dr. Elsie Blanchard, the Institution’s first Assistant 
Physician, arrived in April 1920.  Dr. Effie Ireland was an Assistant Physician at the Institution 
beginning in 1929, and she advanced to the position of Senior Physician by 1934. Mary Vanuxem, a 
Professor of Psychology at the Philadelphia Normal School also came to the Institution to study and 
conduct psychological tests on the inmates.  

For women in the West End, the Institution also provided new opportunities for employment and 
advancing one’s career.  Lulu Hoffman described the limited opportunities women had to make an 
independent living during her time working at a nursing home in Lewisburg, “I worked there for two 
and a half years.  I worked for the superintendent.  I got $20 a month - a month!”  Lulu was able to 
negotiate a $5 raise at her job in Lewisburg, but when she learned that they were hiring caretakers at 
Laurelton, she took advantage of the considerably higher wages:

“I had a friend that we ran around together when we were kids.  She started to work up (at the State 
Village).  I heard they were hiring up there.  This is before WWII.  Not much before, but it was before 
- 1941.  And I said, well, I heard that they needed some help…I should stop the job for $25 a month 
when up here I got $55 a month.  $25 to $55!  Well, if I could manage on $25 a month, then that 
extra $30 a month I put it in the bank and bought my first car.  It was during the Depression so a lot 
of people didn’t have cars.  And I saved it until I could buy a car.  I didn’t buy a new one - that cost 
too much…But I got a second hand one.”

With her new car, Lulu took advantage of being able to travel to see her family and friends during her 
days off from work:
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“We only got one weekend a month off.  We got a day and a half off during the week.  I wasn’t 
married at that time…My parents lived out in the country on the other side of Forest Hills.  So I could 
find somebody with a car that could pick me up at Mifflinburg after I went on the bus.  But then after I 
got my own car, then I thought I was just it!  I had my own transportation.  I’ll tell you what, there’s 

nothing like your own transportation!”

As a cottage attendant, Lulu 
remembers that education and 
instruction were important aspects of 
the job.  “We taught them as much 
as we could in the cottage.  The idea 
was to try to teach them enough that 
they could live on their own on the 
outside.” For those women who were 
able to demonstrate an ability to 
work and care for themselves 
independently, there were 
opportunities for “parole” in which 
inmates remained under the control 
of the state but could work outside of 
the Village. Having the opportunity to 
work outside of the Village also 
provided inmates with a small 
amount of money (inmates were paid 

an average of $1.74/day in 1944).  The staff believed this small 
amount of money contributed to the overall well-being of the 

inmates.  In a 1946-48 report, the board observed:

“First choice is given to the girl who is perhaps becoming somewhat discouraged or entirely lacking 
in funds.  It means so much to 
her morale to have some 
money for canteen, beauty 
parlor, or mail orders.  It also, 
of course, helps us to evaluate 
the training she has received 
and reveal what part may need 
further special stress.”  

During and immediately 
following WWII, the inmates 
also provided important labor 
for area farmers.  The 
institution reported in 1948:

“A number of farmers have 
contracts with the canning 
companies for their crops and 
have come to depend upon our 
girls for help, especially in the harvest season.  Some of them 
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consulted us as to securing this help before planting their crops.  In each instance, the situation has 
been investigated and the employer has furnished transportation and a suitable female supervisor.  
This work has been given mainly to the younger girls who appear to be promising and who have had 
experience in field work.”

Although the education, training, and employment available at the Village provided inmates with new 
opportunities to improve their own well-being, the institutionalization of “feeble-minded” women also 
created circumstances that restricted the freedom of some.  Throughout the early twentieth century, 
researchers, social reformers, and politicians cast a wide net for classifying people as “feeble-
minded.”  The term lacked clear standards or definitions of who constituted “feeble-minded” in the 
reports of the government agencies, as well as the report of directors at the Laurelton State Village.  
During the planning stages of the institution, an article described an institution that would “provide 
several groups embraced under the terms ‘idiotic,’ ‘imbecile,’or ‘feeble-minded.”   By the time the 
institution opened, a report from the Board identified variations in these categories, labeling a 
population that was comprised of 25% “morons,” 55% “imbeciles,” and 20% “idiots.”  Doctors 
determined classifications through a variety of tests to measure intelligence and motor skills.  The 
“Moron Class” demonstrated “a better use of hands than heads;” the “Imbecile Class” demonstrated 
“approximate” head and hand use; and the “Idiot Class” were described as having very limited use of 
hands that was below “even the small amount of intellectual power at their command.” 

Despite the coded and dated language used to describe the inmates at the Village, the institution 
provided many women with the opportunity to exercise their potential in a new environment aimed at 
expanding their well-being.  Mary Vanuxem, a Resident Physician and Professor of Psychology at 
the Philadelphia Normal School conducted a four-year comparative test to the first 50 inmates at the 
Village.  There were marked improvements in most of the women’s scores, which Vanuxem attributed 
to the additional education the women were receiving at the institution.  Vanuxem also concluded 
that industrial training at the Institution assisted in improvements in motor coordination, as did “play 
and game,” and “instruction work.” The report concluded that, “…many of these women who, for 
various reasons, have not received either sufficient education or proper training prior to their 
admission…have profited both academically and industrially by further education and training 
carefully directed and 
scientifically applied.” 

For some patients, 
“feeble-minded” was not 
a marker of one’s 
physical or intellectual 
capabilities, but a 
marker of their deviance 
from what was 
considered proper social 
behavior for the time.  In 
the Institution’s early 
years, physicians 
distinguished between 
“low-grade” and “high-
grade” girls, with the 
latter capable of doing 
much of the industrial 
work at the Village 
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independently.  In studies on inherited traits of “feeblemindedness” in the inmates’ children, a number 
of descriptions suggest that environmental factors played a role in the “feeble-minded” category the 
institution gave to them.  Observations made from these studies suggest that feeble-minded 
classifications were also applied to women who came from families that did not appear to be 
“industrious” or had children out-of-wedlock (this particular study also notes several of the men that 
fathered illegitimate children.  Most were not institutionalized, and in one case, the father was a 
medical student with a college degree). For many inmates, these case studies may be the only 
records left to understand who the Village’s earliest inmates were.  In Dr. Vanuxem’s study of the 
hereditary effects of “feeble-mindedness” the research gives a glimpse into the lives of the inmates 
prior to their incarceration:

“Case No. 1.  This girl has had seven children by seven different fathers.  Three of these children are 
dead…The offspring of this woman show wide variations in mental ability, the oldest child was able to 
pass the examinations for the Navy; the youngest child is of very low grade; with the others more 
nearly of the mother’s mental level.  It would be interesting to know what factor or factors produced 
this variation.”

“Case No. 6.  …She was legally married and, so far as can be learned, was faithful to her husband.  
In this instance, it was possible to test the father…He was slow, dull and a casual laborer, but was 
devoted to his family…All of the I.Q.’s of the children of this family are considerably higher than those 
of either parent.  What has caused this?”

“Case No. 12.  …Her low mentality is shown plainly in her appearance, conduct, and lack of 
industrial ability.  She has had two illegitimate children by two different fathers.”

“Case No. 15.  This is, perhaps, the most striking case on the list…At two years of age, she had 
infantile paralysis.  The members of her family are unusually bright…She has been married but had 
no children by her husband.  She has, however, had three illegitimate children, one before her 
marriage and two while she was living with her husband.  On a reliable test, her oldest child, a 
daughter, secured an I.Q. of 130.  The daughter’s school history and accomplishments confirm the 
accuracy of this test.  Everything went well until the beginning of the girl’s fourth year in high school, 
when suddenly she disappeared…A search was instituted and she was found living with one of the 
boys of her high school class.  She was brought back, placed in school again and at the end of five 
weeks disappeared a second time…At the present time, although only twenty-one years of age, she 
is serving a sentence for bigamy.  Apparently…the daughter has inherited the mental ability of the 
family together with her mother’s sex delinquencies.”

Finding no obvious hereditary connection to “feeblemindedness” Dr. Vanuxem concluded, “Many of 
these mothers when young were very pretty and, on casual acquaintance, did not reveal their mental 
lack.  For this reason, in the majority of cases they attracted men of higher mentality than their own, 
who became the fathers of their children.”

At the turn of the twentieth century, prominent members of society not only frowned upon deviant 
behaviors like these, but actively worked to eliminate them.  Arguments favoring the complete control 
of “feeble-minded” women’s reproductive rights were rooted in the Eugenics movement, a popular 
belief that society could benefit from state-controlled reproduction policies.  For women at the 
Laurelton Village, advocates like Dr. Wolfe believed that restricting the opportunities to reproduce 
would lead to a stronger, more industrious, and intellectual breed of citizens.  Throughout the early 
part of the twentieth century, people in the US and abroad applied the “science” of Eugenics in an 
attempt to create an ideal human race - not only along lines of intellectual capability, but also along 
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lines of race and ethnicity. The end result was the implementation of state-funded institutions and 
reproductive controls throughout the early part of the twentieth century. In the biennial report for 
1946-1948, the Board reported that, out of 166 admissions 147, or 82.5% were institutionalized for 
being “sex delinquents.”  

Recalling some of the inmates in the Village Lulu explained how “feeble-minded” women could easily 
work outside of the Village:

“Did you feel like some of the girls could live on their own?”
“Well, yes, some of them.  And the better ones - a lot of people - and it would be people with money - 
you, see, the doctors’ wives, they don’t do the cleaning, it’s only the poor people who clean.  And so 
they would put the better (inmates) who could work pretty good, and they’d place them out into 
homes…anybody with any money like that would get…the better ones - the ones that were the best.

So they would be housekeepers?
Yes, for the doctors, the lawyers, for anybody with any money…You could get ‘em, I could get ‘em if I 
needed help with housecleaning.”

Lulu recalled during one season, arranging to have some of the inmates come to help pick corn that 
was flattened in a strong storm.  After a day of hard work, she provided a meal at her home for the 
inmates that assisted her.  Lulu also remembered one particular inmate that was paroled out to a 
private home:

“I especially know this one girl…she was a nice girl.  Never caused any problems and she was a 
smart kid.  And one of the doctors down here, they had her.  They kept her, and it was his wife that 
kept her under lock and key almost.  I was going down the street past there, and she was out 
washing windows so I just stopped for a little bit to talk with her because up at school she was in the 
cottage where I was.  And it wasn’t long ’til the doctor’s wife come out there and she said, ‘You get 
out there and finish these windows!’  I wouldn’t dare stand out there and talk to her a couple of 
minutes.  But that’s the way it was.  My hands were tied.  There was nothing I could do about it.”

Because you had a job and didn’t want to get fired?
“Yes, that’s right.  That’s the way it was and we had to accept it the way it was.”  

And they just kept her?  For how long?
“Well, I’m gonna tell you something, I don’t think they ever - she worked for that doctor until she was 
too old to work anymore, then I’m not quite sure what they did.  But that girl, she could have had a 
home of her own.  But she never had a chance.”

It was stories like these that provided conflicting narratives of what the history of the Laurelton State 
Village for Feeble-Minded Women meant to those associated with it.  For women like Dr. Wolfe and 
Dr. Vanuxem, the Village provided an opportunity to live life as a leading physicians of an institution 
during a time when professional opportunities were almost unheard of for women in the medical field.  
For women like Lulu, working in the Village provided some of highest wages working women could 
get in the area and the opportunity to live independently.  And certainly there were many inmates that 
benefitted from the attention, care, and education provided to them in the Laurelton State Village. For 
other women, those perhaps now only known as #6, #12, and #15, the Village represented a place 
that limited opportunities to live on one’s own, to have a family of one’s own, and to be independent.  
In the first half of the twentieth century, the Laurelton State Village for Feeble Minded Women of 
Child-Bearing Age represented a conflicting story.
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What do these stories mean for the history of the Village?  Like any good local history, we learn to 
accept the complexities that are always a part of history, hopefully learn a lesson or two, and 
continue to remember the good times.  Lulu Hoffman is one of the few surviving people that worked 
at the Village in the years it was referred to as a “Feeble-Minded” institution for “Child-Bearing Age” 
women, and it’s the good memories that endure in her mind.  When asked if she liked working there 
during her 25+ years of service, Lulu shared a story from the weeks after she left her post there:

“I drove tractor - our farmland goes up over the hill.  There’s a couple of places where when you get 
to the top…you could see the State School from up there. I said for about two weeks Ernest would 
be working and I’d be out getting the ground ready to plant and I’d be wiping tears while I was up 
there working the ground down for about two weeks.  I wiped tears…well, I was there a long time and 
the people that worked there, I just missed them so much.  And that’s what I did.  I wiped tears for 
two weeks.” 
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Banana Cupcakes with Maple Buttercream (and The Sugar Camp) 
Janice (Dorman) Shively 
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Cupcakes: 
1 ¼ C. all-purpose flour 
½ tsp. Baking soda 
¼ tsp. Baking powder 
¼ tsp. Freshly grated nutmeg 
¼ tsp. Salt 
6 T. unsalted butter, softened 
¾ C. granulated sugar 
2 eggs 
1 tsp. Vanilla extract 
½ C. mashed very ripe bananas 
¼ C. plain yogurt 
⅓ C. finely chopped pecans 

Maple Buttercream: 
2 T. unsalted butter, softened 
¼ C. maple syrup 
1 T. whipping cream 
½ tsp. Vanilla extract 
½ tsp. Maple extract 
⅛ tsp. Salt 
1 ½ C. powdered sugar 
Coarse sugar (optional) 

Instructions: 
   Preheat oven to 350°F.  Line cupcake pans with 
18 liners. 
  To prepare cupcakes, whisk together flour, baking soda, baking powder, nutmeg 
and salt in a medium bowl. 
  Beat butter with a mixer until smooth, about 30 seconds.  Gradually add sugar and beat until fluffy, 3 to 4 minutes.  
Add eggs 1 at a time, beating well after each.  Beat in vanilla and bananas.  Stir in half the dry ingredients with a rubber 
spatula; add yogurt.  Mix in remaining dry ingredients, stirring only until batter is smooth.  Stir in pecans.  Divide 
evenly among the cupcake liners. 
  Bake 18 to 20 minutes, until cupcakes are golden brown and spring back when pressed in the center.  Cool in the pan 5 
minutes, then remove and cool on a wire rack. 
  To make buttercream, combine butter, maple syrup, cream, vanilla and maple flavoring, and salt; beat with a mixer at 
medium speed until well combined.  Gradually beat in powdered sugar until the frosting is smooth and spreadable 
(frosting will thicken a bit as it stands).   
  Spread buttercream on top of cupcakes.  Sprinkle with coarse sugar, if using. 

This is a recipe I found on-line years ago and have made some modifications along the way.  I've prepared the 
cupcakes as above.  If you double the entire recipe you can make a 9 x 13 cake; bake for 40 minutes at 350°.

Photo courtesy of Janice Shively.
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It's this time of the 
year that I really 
enjoy these 
cupcakes.  My 
brother, Jim Dorman 
of Hartleton, has 
taken on a new 
seasonal hobby of 
tapping maple trees 
and processing sap 
into beautiful golden 
maple syrup.  It was 
five years ago that 
Jim decided to give 
this a try.  He built 
his own wood-fueled 
evaporator, whittled 
his own taps from 
twigs and collected sap in buckets.  In 2017 Jim, 
along with my husband Tony, tapped 87 trees on The 
Sugar Camp.  Jim's process has been upgraded to plastic taps, sap collecting bags and some plastic 
jugs.  He also developed a barrel collection process mounted in the bed of his pick up truck for 
transporting the sap and off-loading at his house.  Jim has also upgraded his evaporating process 
this year, which yielded a much faster evaporation rate.  

  The Sugar Camp is an island in 
Penns Creek, southeast of Millmont, 
and is owned by my husband.  Tony 
wrote an article about The Sugar 
Camp and published it in the February 
2013 issue of the Millmont Times.  If 
you would like to read that article to 
learn about the history of The Sugar 
Camp, please visit 
www.millmonttimes.com and click on 
the February 2013 pdf.
  This year's season got off to a very 
fast start!  Within the first 48 hours we 
collected 243 gallons of sap on the 

island!  Another 76 gallons of sap were collected at 
sites other than The Sugar Camp.  It took 21 hours of 

evaporating time to yield 7.25 gallons of golden delicious maple syrup.  
  The process of preparing to tap, collecting sap, evaporating and doing the final cooking process is 
long.  It's worth every minute.  Jim's hobby has expanded to a hobby for my parents, Henry and 
Linda Dorman of Hartleton, for Tony and myself.  The entire process is very dependent on the 
weather.  We need nights below freezing and daytime temperatures well above freezing for a 
significant flow of sap.  God gave us that in great measure this season!  And we are so grateful.   
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The Sugar Camp. Photo courtesy of Janice Shively.

The final product. Photo courtesy of Janice Shively.
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New Research soon to be published on the West End 



I had the opportunity to visit with Emilie Jansma 
last summer.  In addition to getting a tour of her 
wonderful community and getting to see her 
impressive work on a model railroad, she shared 
some of her latest research with me.  Emilie has 
been hard at work for years now on this latest 
project and I’m looking forward to reading about 
the history of Weikert’s women when it comes 
out later this year.  Anyone that has ever dabbled 
in historical research can certainly attest to the 
challenges of documenting the history of 
women, whose names often change or are left 
out altogether from public records.  Thank you, 
Emilie for all of your hard work on this important 
project!  Emilie’s own description of the book 
follows.  -Micalee 

The book, “Women of Weikert,” a compilation of data about 220 past residents of 
the village of Weikert, Hartley Township, Union County, PA is scheduled for 
publication later this year.  To order your copy or for more information contact Emilie 
Jansma (efjansma@gmail.com), or write to:


Emilie Jansma

500 E. Marylyn Ave.


K180

State College, PA 16801
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Hattie S. Bogar Bilger (1858-1930).  Photo courtesy of 
Emilie Jansma.

mailto:efjansma@gmail.com
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Thank You! 

*Lulu Hoffman  provided a valuable interview for this edition of the paper.
*Tony Shively and Emilie Jansma loaned archival material on the Laurelton State Village for my research 
for this edition of the paper.  
*Janice Shively provided valuable written contributions to the paper.  
*Thank you to the Quarterly’s newest subscribers.  
*Thank you to Dahle Bingaman for your generous donation.

*Thank you to everyone that has supported this project in its first year.  So many folks have been 
willing to open their homes and share their stories with me.  While the primary aim of this project 
has been to record the history and heritage of our West End, it has also given me the opportunity to 
meet so many of the wonderful people that make up this area.  It has been an honor to hear from 
each one of you.  Please continue to write to me, and do not hesitate to contact me if you have ideas 
for upcoming stories or if you would like to contribute in any way to this paper.  -Micalee
  


Like What You See? 
You can subscribe to the West End Quarterly for $12.00/year.  Your subscription includes 4 issues/year.  Need 
older copies?  All four issues of the first volume of the WEQ are now available.  Send $3/copy.  

Micalee Sullivan
404D Dalton Drive

Colchester, VT 05446

*Please make all checks payable to “Micalee Sullivan”

NEXT UP! 
The next edition of the WEQ will focus on Part II of 

the history of the Laurelton State Village: 1950-
closing.  If you worked at the Village and would like 

to share your memories, please contact me.

Email: westendquarterly@gmail.com
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M. Sullivan
404D Dalton Dr.
Colchester, VT 05446
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Photo courtesy of Tony Shively.


